
December Updates and Notes

President (Simon) -

First-Year Rep
(Daniela)

- HUGE RESPONSE from first-years at the study session
- Big turn out, many students appreciated the feedback

and were thankful to have resources like this in our
program

- PAPM and BGINS joint event
- BGINS first year rep suggested some form of

competition between PAPM and BGINS
- Trivia, scavenger hunt etc.
- Some form of prize at the end for the winning

program/team
- All rough ideas
- Projected dates: ???

- PAPMSS Lecture Pop-Ins
- Considering Andrea is leaving, I will schedule a meeting

with Shannon in the new year
- Goal: to let first-years get a sneak peak of what classes

will look like catered to their specialization of interest
- Hopefully provide some clarity with

specialization decision making
- Projected dates: Week of February 6-10th

- Goals for next semester:
- Help propel the launch of spirit wear

- Been getting a lot of impatient comments from
first years … (AH!)

- PAPMSS stickers?!
- Aim to support gala planning in any way that I can (I

really want it to happen!)
- EoY Instagram initiative: First-Year Perspectives

- Go around and host little interviews asking
First-years what they thought of PAPM so far

- Like those tiktok interviews that go around with
their headphones

- Something small, light and fun 🙂

Second-Year Rep
(Evan)

- Second years appreciated the study session and the
opportunity to have some peer review

- Same goes for mixers
- Goals for next semester:

- Hold second year event (maybe collab with Daniela
depending on shared first year interests)

- Support growth of events to beyond campus and
recognition of PAPMSS among second years

- Examine interests for apparel and other accessories



- Green sweaters are of HIGH interest
- Continue focusing on more social events per second

year interests
- Aim to support some larger culminating EoY event (if

not gala, something else to wrap the year)

VP Finance (Orhan) -

VP Comms (Sonika
+ Tharani)

- Finals Giveaway was a success, gave out 2 gift cards for $15
and waiting on the third winner to select the cafe they want
their's for

- Hope to do another giveaway next term - maybe tie in
with the merch launch and give out old stickers, bucket
hat, and socks?

- Going to share receipts with Orhan to get reimbursed
- Really want to do interactive tiktoks with PAPM Students at

social events - interviews/funny trends/clip montages
- Want to promote a feedback google form in the beginning of

next term for feedback on our first term.

VP Social (Julienne) -

VP Academics
(Saiyara + Spyra)

- PAPMSS Study Session was held successfully
- Need reimbursement for snacks bought (contacted

Orhan)
- Got reimbursed!

- Goals for next semester:
- Another faculty mixer
- More de-stressing events

- How can we better cater to upper-years?
- Continuing with essay editing events

VP Community
Outreach
(Mackenzie)

-

Equity (Aneekah) -


